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Zergy 

Make your own Zergy!  
Zergy is a character based upon the carbot animation movies and starcraft II, the game.  
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/CarbotAnimations  
http://eu.battle.net/sc2/en/  
 
Needed 
Yarn cotton lot nr. 240 from Catania cotton or similar color yarn and a little bit of some darker or lighter color.  
Hook 2.5 mm or suitable hook for the chosen yarn. 
Stuffing 
 
Head and body 

1. Start with a magic ring and crochet 8 sc in the ring, end with a slipstitch (8) 
2. Crochet 1 ch, *1 sc, in the next stitch 1 sc – 2 ch – 1 sc,* repeat between the * 3 times, 

end with a slst. (12 sc and 8 ch) 
3. Increase 8 st. Start with a 1 ch, *sc till the first corner, in the corners crochet 1 sc – 2 ch – 

1 sc in the chain of the corners of the last round*, repeat between the * 3 times, end 
with a slst.  (20 sc and 8 ch). 

4. Repeat round 3, increase 8. (28 sc en 8 ch) 
5. Crochet in every stitch a sc, in the corner chains of the last round 1 sc. Crochet no 

corners!! Crochet in a spiral. (32 sc) 
6. Crochet in every stitch a sc (32). 
7. Repeat round 6 (32) 
8. Repeat round 6 (32) 
9. On the end of round 8, at the backside of the head, crochet 7 sc between the corners of 

the head square. Caution: measure the corner until you find the stitch right under the 
corner, otherwise the back will go askew!!  Make a little square; *turn, 1 ch, 7 sc,* 
Repeat between the * 3 times. 1 Chain, crochet 5 sc along the left side of the small 
square and crochet the next 6 st with a sc. Stop one stitch before the corner of the head 
square. Make a chain of 7, attach the chain with a sc opposite the last sc, (skip 8/9 
stitches or so) Crochet all other stitches on the right side with sc. (36) 

10. Continue in a spiral way with sc along the sides of head and body; crochet all sc in the sc 
of the last round. In the chain crochet 7 sc. (36) 

11. Repeat round 10 (36) 
12. Repeat round 10 (36) 
13. On the corners crochet 3 sc together, rest sc (28) 
14. Repeat round 13 (20) 
15. Repeat round 13 until hole is almost too small to put the stuffing through. Fasten off. 

 
Teeth 
On the upper lip crochet for the teeth, start with a slst, *make a picot from a chain of three, skip one stitch, 
slipstitch in the upper lip, *, repeat between the * until end of the lip, end with a slipstitch. Fasten off; leave a 
long tail for sewing 
 
Mouthpiece 
Make a mouth piece for the mouth in a different darker or lighter color. 
Start with a chain of 8, turn, from the second stitch of the hook, crochet the next row 
with 7 or 8 sc, *turn, 1ch, 7 or 8 sc*, repeat once, fasten off and leave a long tail for 
sewing. 
Sew the mouth piece in the mouth, do this after you have made the teeth! Sew it first to 
the lower lip. Secondly attach to the upper lip, use the tail from the teeth. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/CarbotAnimations
http://eu.battle.net/sc2/en/
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Stuff the body and head through the hole in the bottom of the body, sew the last stitches together. 
 
Wings (make 2) 
Chain of 7, start in the second chain from the hook with 1 slst, 1 sc, 1 hdc, 1 dc, 2 trc.  Don’t fasten off, repeat 
from the beginning for the second wing.  Connect both wings with a slst in the first st of the first wing and 
fasten off and sew the wings to the body, right side of the wings on the outside.  
 
Legs (make 4) 
Start with a magic ring, crochet 5 sc in the ring, crochet 7 sc in a spiral, fasten off, make four legs and sew them 
to the body on the corners of the body. Don’t stuff the legs.  
 
Eyes 
The finishing touch is two little eyes; embroider them with the color used for the mouth, just above the corners 
of the mouth. 
 
Stuffing 
Stuff the body and head, use the hole in the body or use the mouth. Through the body hole gives a better 
stuffed body, through the mouth, makes a nicer mouth.  
 
Don’t use my design for selling, it is a free design and only available to make your own Zergy. 
With Thanks to Ellen for testing the design! 
 
Alice  
 
http://elzeblaadje.wordpress.com/  
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